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 Navigating the New ESG Whistleblower Landscape  In a new article published in Law360, Selendy

Gay Elsberg partner Joshua Margolin and associate Liam Murphy describe the rapid 
intensification of government enforcement efforts into funds and companies making ESG claims 
and suggest preventative actions these organizations can take to protect themselves from 
government scrutiny.
5/11/2023

 Making a Way Out of No Way: Faith Gay and Joshua Margolin Discuss Corporate Defense and   
Investigations with LawdragonLawdragon featured Selendy Gay Elsberg’s corporate defense and
investigations practice in an interview with partners Faith Gay and Joshua Margolin.
4/27/2023

 Five Ways House Jan. 6 Panel Will Alter Congressional Probes  Using his time as Senior 
Investigative Counsel for the House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on 
the U.S. Capitol as a lens, partner Temidayo Aganga-Williams looks at the recent growth in the 
scope and sophistication of congressional investigations and offers insight for entities and 
individuals who find themselves in the crosshairs of a congressional investigation.
3/28/2023

 DOJ's Google Sanctions Motion Shows Risks Of Auto-Deletion  In this article, Oscar Shine and 
Emma Ashe examine the DOJ's motion for sanctions against Google to illustrate the potential 
dangers of auto-delete functions, review instructive cases from across the country, and offer tips 
and best practices to lawyers grappling with their own preservation obligations.
3/15/2023

 Moving a Fairness Mantra into Action: Faith Gay Talks Calling vs. Career in Litigation   
JournalSelendy Gay Elsberg founding partner Faith Gay explores her career path and driving 
motivations in a piece for the American Bar Association’s Litigation Journal.
1/26/2023

 Leaving Your Law Firm: What Partners Need to Know  The legal industry has seen an increase in 
lateral partner moves in recent years. If you’re considering such a move, it is critical to 
understand—and avoid—potential pitfalls on your journey to your next firm. In this article, Selendy
Gay Elsberg partner Joshua Margolin—who has extensive experience advising law firm equity 
partners in their transitions to other law firms—offers practical suggests for making an obstacle-
free move to a new law firm.
10/18/2022

 Improved T&C May Avoid Lender-on-Lender Violence  Aggressive “lender-on-lender violence” 
transactions, which used to happen mostly in in-court restricting processes, have been 
increasingly utilized in the context of out-of-court restructurings in recent years. Jennifer Selendy, 
Max Siegel, and Samuel Kwak analyze recurring issues in disputes over such transactions in this 
article from Turnarounds and Workouts.
8/26/2022

 Everybody Wins: The Benefits of Collaboration Between Company and Board Counsel  Partner 
Joshua Margolin and associates Amy Nemetz and Tony Russo published a piece in New York 
Law Journal exploring how collaboration between company and board counsel can present 
unique opportunities with increased benefits for the company during an investigation.
8/2/2022

 The Impact of Climate Change on the Reinsurance and ILS Market  Sean Baldwin and David Coon
have authored an article in Risk Management magazine to analyze how the increasing frequency 
and severity of natural catastrophes have significant implications for the insurance market. The 
dramatic uptick of these events, largely due to climate change, affect the industry from the basic 
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https://www.selendygay.com/news/publications/2023-04-27-making-a-way-out-of-no-way-faith-gay-joshua-margolin
https://www.selendygay.com/news/publications/2023-05-11-navigating-the-new-esg-whistleblower-landscape-joshua-margolin-and-liam-murphy-share-best-practices-for-companies-facing-increased-sec-scrutiny-with-law360


level of primary insurance all the way up to insurance-linked securities.
7/18/2022

 Twitter, FTC Battle Puts Advertisers on Alert About Privacy  Consumer recourse for violating the 
privacy of personal data depends on various state laws. Selendy Gay Elsberg PLLC examines 
whether companies can face private suits from consumers for deceptive practices in light of the 
recent Twitter/FTC battle involving allegations that Twitter deceived consumers about what it 
would do with their phone numbers and email addresses.
7/13/2022
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